
Summer Reading 
 

IB English II, Senior Year, Language A, 2019-2020 
Portage Northern High School 
(Teachers to be determined.) 

 

Welcome to IB English II. We are looking forward to working with you and some (more!) of the 
world’s greatest literature. 

Nature of the Subject 

“This course is designed to support future academic study by developing a high social, aesthetic 
and cultural literacy, as well as effective communication skills. Through the study of a wide 
range of literature, the course encourages students to appreciate the artistry of literature and to 
develop an ability to reflect critically on their reading. The course is built on the assumption that 
literature is concerned with our conceptions, interpretation and experiences of the world. The 
study of literature can therefore be seen as an exploration of the way it represents the complex 
pursuits, anxieties, joys and fears to which human beings are exposed in the daily business of 
living.” 
 
Summer Assignments 
 
Assignment #1—Read “A Modest Proposal” by Jonathan Swift 

A. Note: You are required to read the single essay, “A Modest Proposal,” not the 
entire book.  

B. Be ready to discuss and/or write about the text on the first or second day of 
class. The key question will be “What is the thesis of this essay?”  

 
Assignment #2—Find, photo-copy, read, take notes on and type a one page 
response to one additional essay of your choice 
 
Purpose: We spend a great deal of time on four genres in IB English: the play, the novel, the 
short story and poetry. This year we will explore the essay much more. Be sure you find an essay 
and not fiction. 
 

A. Required authors: You must select one essay written by the essayists listed on  Mr. 
Crocker’s or Mrs. Walker’s web page. Be certain you are not reading his/her fiction. The 
length of the essay does not matter. In fact, if you find a very long essay you MAY read 
the first 4 pages or so. This will help students find diverse and interesting authors instead 
of simply searching for short essays.  

 
      B.  Instructions: Photo-copy or print the essay. Make detailed notes and comments in  

the margins.  
● Write a one page, typed, MLA formatted response to the essay. Within this 

one page response, you may offer an analysis of one or more of the 
following: agree and/or disagree with the premise; comment on the 
writer’s style; comment on whether or not you find the essay 
interesting, relevant, and/or well-written. 

 
(continued on reverse) 



 
 
Assignment #3—find a poem by one of the poets on  Mr. Crocker’s or Mrs. 
Walker’s web page 
 
A. Find a poem written by one of the poets; try to find one you understand or 

somewhat like. Browse, skim, read until you find the right one for you.  
B. Print or photo-copy the poem and bring it to class the first day of school. Be  

ready to write about this poem.  
 
 

 
Where to find essays and poems written by the authors listed on Crocker’s or 
Walker’s web page and given in the handout:  
 
 1.  Library: The Portage Public Library has several anthologies that include works 

by these authors. Please, if you check a book out, return it promptly so that 
others may use it.  

 
2.  Bookstore: A nice collection of essays or poetry is not a bad investment for an 

IB II student to make. Any book store will have a fine array of texts 
featuring collected essays or collected poems by various authors. Just look 
at the index and/or contents to be certain the edition contains one of the 
required authors. A couple of my favorites for essays are The Art of the _
Personal Essay and The Eloquent Essay. (Ed. Lopate and Loughery, 
respectively) 

 
3. Internet: Some essays will appear on-line. Make certain you have a complete 

version; make certain you have drawn the essay from a reliable source so 
the essay will not be edited, abridged or otherwise inaccurately 
reproduced.  

 
 

**** Bring to the First Full Day of Class 
 

1. Your photo-copy of the essay you selected for study. Remember, you will have written 
notes right on the text. 

2. Your one-page paper written in response to the essay. 
3. Your copy of the Swift text.  
4. Your selected poem 

 
And, of course 
 
If you get this done right away, it won’t hang over you all summer long.  However, if you 
complete the reading early in the summer, be sure to take effective notes so you can intelligently 
discuss literature you have read two months before. Even if you consciously decide to do the 
reading later, get the needed texts right away so you can read a few pages and determine how 
much time you will need to finish the reading. Whichever approach you use to schedule your 
reading, please come to class prepared. You may call or email us if you have questions or 
concerns. Thank you.  


